
Easy-to-apply coatings  
for economical maintenance

A PPG Brand



Key characteristics
   l Easy to use
l Cost effective
l Quick drying
l Simplifies stock keeping 

In current marine market conditions, fast and economical onboard 
maintenance plays an important role. Increasingly, ship operators have 
to maintain a vessel’s good image with limited crew and tight budgets. 
Coatings facilitating easy and economical maintenance while sailing 
and also in, or alongside, drydock can save valuable man hours.  
To answer this need, PPG has developed the Sigmarine range of  
easy-to-apply and quick-drying coatings to help achieve the savings 
that customers demand. 

The Sigmarine 
  Range

PPG Protective &  
Marine Coatings
Unrivalled performance and protection

PPG Protective & Marine Coatings (PPG) is a  

world leader in protective and marine coatings.

We develop products that protect customers’ assets  

in some of the world’s most demanding markets and  

environments including:

• Civil building

• Infrastructure

• Offshore

• Petrochemical

• Power

• Rail

• Marine new-build

• Marine dry dock

• Marine sea stock

Our coatings provide unrivalled performance for asset 

owners, contractors, fabricators and applicators  

across the globe, helping our customers meet the  

challenges they face today and tomorrow.  

Experience, innovation and integrity – that is  

what makes PPG the ideal coatings partner.



Another advantage of the Sigmarine range is that only a limited 
number of coatings are used to cover many of the areas on a vessel. 
This means simplified stock keeping and ordering. 

Paint lockers that contain too many different products are not only time 
consuming and difficult to keep clean and well organized, but can also 
lead to confusion. Limiting the number of different coatings helps the 
vessel’s crew become acquainted with the specific products, their surface 
preparation and handling requirements, leading to faster and improved 
application and therefore enhanced performance of the coating.



Sigmarine 24
Modified zinc phosphate, alkyd primer for 
maintenance and newbuilding

l  Economical

l    Maintenance or newbuilding primer

l    Low-flame spread certified

Sigmarine 28
One-component, quick-drying, high-build, 
multi-purpose maintenance primer

l  Multi-purpose

l   Quick drying

l   Recoatable with one- and 
two-component products

l   Surface tolerant

l   VOC compliant

Sigmarine 42
Clear varnish for interior and exterior use

l  Good resistance to salt and fresh 
water

l  Good scratch and abrasion resistance

l  Excellent gloss retention

l  Weather resistant

 

Above water primers Varnish

The Sigmarine range
    The optimum choice for  
 easy-to-use, cost-effective  
 coating solutions 



Sigmarine 48
General purpose, gloss finish-based on a 
modified alkyd resin

l  Quick drying

l  Weather resistant

l  Good adhesion properties

l  Available in a range of colors
(Sigma Color Network) 

Sigmarine 49
High-gloss alkyd finishing coat

l  Easy to apply

l   Good weather resistance

l    Good color retention

l  High gloss

Sigmarine 80
Finishing coat based on an alkyd-modified 
petroleum resin for use in dry cargo holds

l  Brilliant appearance

l  Good protective properties

l  Good impact resistance 

Above water finishes Cargo hold coatings



SIGMA COLOR NETWORK
World-class color matching system
 
Through the Sigma Color Network centers, PPG Protective & Marine 
Coatings is able to offer our most popular coatings in an extensive 
range of colors. A modern color identification computer and an 
advanced blending process ensures that all tinted coatings meet 
the internationally recognized and registered colors, enabling 
deliveries to match any corporate livery or owner preferences.

Sigma Color Network centers can be found in all key ports, so we 
can deliver at any time no matter where our customers lay up their 
vessels.

Another great advantage is that every mixed color is registered, 
guaranteeing that every new delivery will be an exact match. This 
is especially crucial for areas where colored coatings are used to 
express your company’s identity.

SIGMACARE
Onboard maintenance guide
 
The SigmaCare package has been developed to support the 
use of Sigma Coatings’ products and offers all the information 
needed for onboard maintenance.

For every vessel delivered we supply a SigmaCare package 
consisting of a customized binder with a specification chart, 
technical product information and a practical application guide. 
Also included is a shade card showing the standard color portfolio, 
and a practical, pocket-sized maintenance guide booklet.

Our aim is to provide our customers with the most comprehensive 
support package for all our products. The comprehensive SigmaCare 
package will guarantee correct application, leading to optimal 
coating performance and also helping to enhance crew safety.

…total customer support



Sigmarine 24
l   Modified zinc phosphate, alkyd primer for maintenance and newbuilding

Sigmarine 28
l   One-component, quick-drying, high-build, multi-purpose maintenance primer

Sigmarine 42
l  Clear varnish for interior and exterior use

Sigmarine 48
l  General purpose gloss finish based on a modified alkyd resin

Sigmarine 49
l  High-gloss alkyd finishing coat

Sigmarine 80
l   Finishing coat based on an alkyd-modified petroleum resin for use 

in dry cargo holds

The Sigmarine  
  Range
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PPG Protective  
    & Marine Coatings

PPG Protective & Marine Coatings
P.O. Box 58034, 1040 HA Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)20 407 5050, Fax: +31 (0)20 407 5059
Email: sigmacoatings.marine@ppg.com
Website: www.sigmacoatings.com/marine

PPG Protective & Marine Coatings brings unrivalled levels  
of innovation, experience and expertise in coatings technology, 
supported through our expanding global supply and distributors’ 
network in over 80 countries. 

We have in-depth knowledge of the industry, our customers’ 
day-to-day challenges and the environmental, health and 
safety standards in the marketplace. By working in close 
partnership with customers, our technical service  
representatives are able to offer an unsurpassed level of 
market knowledge. This enables us to respond quickly with 
efficient, economic solutions in all environments and 
industries.

The result – performance-enhancing coating systems that 
can be applied more easily, resist the elements more  
effectively, and deliver maximum performance with  
minimum downtime.

No rights can be derived from the 
content of this publication. Unless 
otherwise agreed upon in writing, all 
products and technical advice given 
are subject to our standard conditions 
of sale, available on our website 
www.sigmacoatings.com. All rights 
reserved. All trademarks or registered 
trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners.


